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What would digital 
infrastructure that 
centers our values
look like?

 

Taeyoon Choi - Ethics in Archiving

https://dwc-tchoi8.hashbase.io/posts/eaw/


The web is today’s 
scholarly commons

Early work of a writer
Government data
Newspaper archives
Your family photos
Scholarly data

 

Via Agency



Everything on the web 
is data 

Era of megaplatforms 

Our data = their business
 

Beaker Browser, Clark Boyd

https://medium.com/@clarkboyd?source=post_header_lockup
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Today’s web lacks

Persistent identifiers

Transparent change log

Links between silos

Doc Searls  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/docsearls/


@daniellecrobinsits all about Rock (:  

The web is being reimagined

https://www.flickr.com/photos/michellerocks/
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The time to center our 
values is now

Taeyoon Choi - Ethics in Archiving

https://dwc-tchoi8.hashbase.io/posts/eaw/


Dat is

Persistent identifiers
+ 

Append-only log
+

Network of peers

Beaker Browser
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Yes this is starting to 
sound like 

Utopian tech solutionism

memegenerator.net



Dat was developed for 
scientific data sharing

‘Dat in the Lab’ 

Embed Dat developer 
inside a research group 

https://blog.datproject.org/tag/science/
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Dr. Dannise Ruiz-Ramos describes sea star genome annotation pipeline
Start with data creation

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Zgwjck8AAAAJ&hl=en
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Researchers want
 
Data sharing, versioning 

Data preservation + use 
metrics, demonstrate value 
of data

Low costs, high trust 

Preserved jellyfish in Michael Dawson’s Lab at UC Merced



What does a 
decentralized scholarly 
commons look like?

Taeyoon Choi - Ethics in Archiving

https://dwc-tchoi8.hashbase.io/posts/eaw/
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A community-driven 
network 

Built with partners 

Designed for long term 
preservation and access

Taeyoon Choi - Ethics in Archiving

https://dwc-tchoi8.hashbase.io/posts/eaw/
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Collaborative approach

Link trusted institutions

Leverage existing 
infrastructure

Build a scholarly commons 
by linking silos



The Dawson Lab

iconarchive.com
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iconarchive.com

<1 TB
Dat archive

v.1

v.1 v.1

Prototype 
status:



Every institution contributes

Storage, bandwidth
Metadata on their collection

Commitment to preserve their collection

to the network
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Any user can access

Information on collections
History of objects

Whole or partial datasets

from the network
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Long term stewardship of 
scholarly work 

Not a technology problem

Institutions + people + 
commitments

Dat in the Lab stakeholders convening 2018 
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No technology can 
guarantee the long 
term stewardship of 
scholarly work

memegenerator.net



This project is about 
people

Existing infrastructure
+
Link trusted institutions
+
Develop community, 
handle uncertainty

memegenerator.net



Dat in the Lab stakeholders convening 2018 
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What’s 
important to 

you?

www.liveoncelivewild.com

http://www.liveoncelivewild.com


Thank you!

Extra thanks Dat in the Lab folks and the 
FORCE2018 organizing and program 
committees
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https://codeforscience.org/
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Reading & resources produced during the grant:
1. Introductory blog
2. Visits to UC Davis and UC Merced (blog)
3. Dat in the Lab (talk at SciData17) & cartoon of talk
4. Self archiving with Dat (blog)
5. Data sharing between institutions (blog)
6. Virtual environments (blog)
7. A vision for decentralized data preservation across a network of libraries and 

trusted institutions (talk at OnlineNorthwest)
8. Challenges in implementing software containers (blog)
9. Decentralizing scholarly resources (blog)

10. Data Stewardship on the Decentralized Web (talk and panel discussion at 
The Decentralized Web Summit)

11. The Dat Project, an open and decentralized research data tool (forthcoming 
paper in Scientific Data)

12. A decentralized scholarly commons (forthcoming talk at FORCE2018)
13. ANACAPA repo, README and toolkit
14. CALeDNA Anacapa/CRUX Dat Container (Linux/HPC and Windows/Mac 

Vagrant version)
15. Anacapa Blog post
16. ANACAPA paper, forthcoming

https://blog.datproject.org/2017/09/14/dat-in-the-lab/
https://blog.datproject.org/2017/10/06/dat-in-the-lab-ucdavis-1/
https://blog.datproject.org/2017/10/12/uc-merced-1/
https://github.com/codeforscience/Dat-in-the-Lab/blob/master/25%20Oct%202017_%20Dat%20in%20the%20Lab%20SciData%20.pdf
https://github.com/codeforscience/Dat-in-the-Lab/blob/master/IMG_2462.JPG
https://blog.datproject.org/2017/10/13/using-dat-for-automatic-file-backups/
https://blog.datproject.org/2018/04/24/data-sharing-at-institutions-and-beyond-with-dat/
https://blog.datproject.org/2017/11/28/draft-pipelines-edna-and-more/
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/onlinenorthwest/2018/presentations/21/
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/onlinenorthwest/2018/presentations/21/
https://blog.datproject.org/2018/01/26/challenges-of-decentralized-hpc-containerization/
https://blog.datproject.org/2018/04/19/practical-decentralization/
https://decentralizedwebsummit2018.sched.com/event/FgUV/panelworkshop-data-stewardship-on-the-decentralized-web#
https://force2018.sched.com/event/F7ty/a-decentralized-scholarly-commons#
https://github.com/datproject/anacapa-container
https://github.com/datproject/anacapa-container/blob/master/readme.md
https://github.com/limey-bean/Anacapa
https://dash.ucmerced.edu/stash/dataset/doi:10.6071/M31H29
https://dash.ucmerced.edu/stash/dataset/doi:10.6071/M3R07J
https://dash.ucmerced.edu/stash/dataset/doi:10.6071/M3R07J
https://blog.datproject.org/2018/09/18/announcing-the-dat-anacapa-container/



